Estimated Yearly Operating Cost

$56

Cost Range of Similar Models

$44 $56

527 kWh

Estimated Yearly Electricity Use

Your cost will depend on your utility rates and use.

- Cost range based only on models of similar capacity with automatic defrost, top-mounted freezer, and without through-the-door-ice.
- Estimated operating cost based on a 2007 national average electricity cost of 10.65 cents per kWh.
- For more information, visit www.ftc.gov/appliances.

Models: GTS22KBP, GTS22KCP, GTS22WCP, GTS22KHP, GTS22WST
Capacity: 21.7 Cubic Feet

Refrigerator-Freezer
- Automatic Defrost
- Top-Mounted Freezer
- Without Through-the-Door-Ice
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